AP Human Geography Summer Assignment 2019-20
Welcome to Advanced Placement Human Geography. I’m pleased you’ve qualified to take the course and that you’ve
decided to enroll. I’m looking forward to teaching this course for the third year running. To jumpstart the course, you will
have a summer assignment to complete. The assignment will be due September 16. However, given the nature of the
assignment I strongly suggest that this assignment be completed week by week.
ASSIGNMENT: Keep a weekly log of geographically relevant global current events over the summer. Because this class
has an emphasis on global current events, you will be expected to keep up on events both over the summer and
throughout the school year. Each week of the summer beginning with the week of Monday June 24 and ending with the
week of August 26 (a total of 10 weeks), you will read two news stories on a major current event and record it in the style
you see below. You may choose a commentary or opinion article if you like, so long as it sufficiently describes the event
on its own. Please save your log in one file as you go; I will give you information about how to submit it electronically when
the school year begins.
Example:
Week of 5/7/18
Title: Trump Greets 3 Americans Freed From North Korea
Author: Katie Rogers
Date: May 10, 2018
Major people/groups/institutions involved: President Trump, Kim Jong-un, North Korea, Mike Pompeo
Summary and political implications: After being freed from prison in North Korea as a goodwill gesture ahead of talks
later this month, three Americans arrived at Join Base Andrews in Maryland in the middle of the night, where President
Trump greeted them and publicly thanked Kim Jong-un for freeing them. He indicated that he hoped the talks would go
well, as evidenced by North Korea’s interest toward a more peaceful solution signaled by the release. Secretary of State
Mike Pompeo helped secure their release after his visit to North Korea last week, when he laid groundwork for the talks by
meeting with Kim. Many of the details of the talks have not been solidified yet, including the venue and the date.
Analysis: [What your own opinion or views on the event.]

Optional Reading Assignment
If you would like some course-related summer reading, I have provided some options for you below. Each presents an
argument about the importance of geography, both historically and in modern times.
Books:
§
§
§

Maphead: Charting the Wide, Weird World of Geography Wonks by Ken Jennings
Guns, Germs, and Steel: The Fates of Human Societies by Jared Diamond
Prisoners of Geography: Ten Maps That Explain Everything About the World by Tim Marshall
***

If you have any questions, please feel free to email me. Over the summer I try to check my email roughly once a week.
My email address is pquinn@rtnj.org . Take care and have a great summer.

Peter Quinn
Social Studies Department
Randolph High School

